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Abstract—Network softwarization increases network flexibility
by supporting the implementation of network functions such
as firewalls as software modules. However, this creates new
concerns on service reliability due to failures at both software
and hardware level. The survivability of critical applications
is commonly assured by deploying stand-by Virtual Network
Functions (VNFs) to which the service is migrated upon failure
of the primary VNFs. However, it is challenging to identify the
optimal Data Centers (DCs) for hosting the active and stand-by
VNF instances, not only to minimize their placement cost, but
also the cost of a continuous state transfer between active and
stand-by instances, since a number of VNFs are stateful. This
paper proposes a reinforcement learning (RL) approach for the
placement of stateful VNFs that considers a joint reservation of
primary and backup resources with the objective of minimizing
the overall placement cost. Simulation results show that the
proposed algorithm is optimized in terms of both acceptance
ratio and cost, resulting in up to 27% and 30% improvements
in terms of accepted requests and placement cost compared to a
state-of-the art algorithm.

Index Terms—Resilient Embedding, Reinforcement Learning,
Stateful VNF, Service Function Chainning.

I. INTRODUCTION

Network Virtualization enables the implementation of net-

work functions as software modules running on general pur-

pose hardware, resulting in efficient resource utilization since

softwarized functions can be dynamically scaled according

to real-time resource requirements [1]–[3]. However, soft-

warization increases the prospects of service failure due to

possible failures at both hardware and software level, including

software faults or misconfigurations, among other reasons [4]–

[6].

The service survivability problem has been addressed in

several works, as in [1], [7]–[14]. However, these and most

of the existing works only consider stateless VNFs, where the

resource consumption and placement of backup instances is

independent of the active instances location. However, stateful

VNFs generate states during traffic processing that ought to
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be transferred to stand-by instances in order to achieve a

seamless traffic rerouting upon failure [15]. This may result

in an excessive consumption of bandwidth resources, or even

link congestions, since such updates need to be performed

continuously, as long as the active instances are running [16].

Therefore, besides the amount of resources assigned to active

and stand-by instances, the stateful placement problem needs

to jointly consider the distance in between active and standby

instances.

The stateful VNF placement problem has been addressed in

[15], [17] and [16]. In [15] and [17] a Data Center (DC) with

the highest rank, in terms of computational and bandwidth

resources, is favored to host an active instance, while the

DC that results in the least resource cost to the above DC

is chosen to host the stand-by instance. Machine learning has

emerged as a promising approach for problems in which the

placement objective is jointly influenced by multiple attributes

(e.g. monetary cost, load balance or energy consumption) due

to its ability to infer the influence of the different features onto

the decision objective. In this regard, the work in [16] adopts

a reinforcement learning approach for the online fault-tolerant

placement of VNF chains. However, the action space in that

work grows as
NDC !

(NDC − 2)!
where NDC is the number of

DCs. This greatly impacts the algorithm convergence, hence,

its performance for a manageable number of training episodes.

Different from these works: i) we use the deployment cost as

our placement objective, instead of the acceptance ratio which

may bias the placement algorithm towards admitting requests

of low resource requirements, resulting in less revenue; ii)
we tame the action space size by sequentially selecting the

host for the active and stand-by instances, but with the two

selection steps been coordinated; iii) we use a convolutional

neural network architecture due to its fast training speed. This

way, in this paper we first present a formal formulation of

the fault-tolerant stateful VNF placement problem, involving

the joint reservation of resources for both active and stand-

by instances. Then, a policy gradient based algorithm for the

SFC placement is proposed, and its performance is evaluated

through extensive simulations.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II978-3-903176-32-4 © 2021 IFIP



presents the network model and problem description. The

proposed RL based algorithm for stateful VNF placement is

given in section III, and its performance evaluation is presented

in section IV. The paper is concluded in section V.

II. SERVICE, NETWORK MODEL AND PROBLEM

DESCRIPTION

A. SFC Request

We model each received request r ∈ R, as a tuple

rSFC= < Gr
v, C

r
dem, Bwtrdem, Bwsrdem, Delrsd, τ

r
s , τ

r
d , τ

r
f >,

where Gv is the SFC connectivity graph. Cr
dem, Bwtrdem

and Bwsrdem denote the request requirements in terms of

computing resources, transmission rate and state-update rate.

The parameters Delrsd, τ rs , τ rd , τ rf denote the end-to-end

latency requirement, the source node, the terminal/destination

node and the request life-time.

B. Substrate network

This is modeled as an undirected graph G=(V ∪ Dc,E)

where V , Dc, and E denote: the set of switches, DCs attached

to V , and edges [15], [16]. Each DCj ∈ Dc is characterized

by a computing resource capacity CDCj

max and a unit rate

processing cost ρ
p

DCj . Likewise, each interconnecting link

e ∈ E is characterized by a bandwidth resource capacity

Be
max, a delay dele, and a per unit rate transmission cost ρte.

C. Fault-tolerant VNF Placement problem description

The problem addressed in this work involves the selection

of feasible DCs to host the active and stand-by instances with

the goal of minimizing the request placement cost. This cost

involves the processing cost at the selected DCs and the trans-

mission cost at the edges used for both traffic and state-update

flows. Therefore, the SFC placement objective minimizes the

average placement cost per request, mathematically formulated

as:

Minimize
1

|R|

∑

r∈R

c(Gv)r (1)

where c(Gv)r is the placement cost for request r ∈ R. To

formulate c(Gv)r, we let xr
DCj ∈ {0, 1} and γr

DCj ∈ {0, 1}
denote binary variables equal to one if the active instance of

request r ∈ R is placed on DCj ∈ Dc and if its stand-by

instance is placed on DCj ∈ Dc, zero otherwise. Similarly, we

let σr,act
e ∈ {0, 1}, σr,bk

e ∈ {0, 1} and σr,su
e ∈ {0, 1} denote

binary variables equal to 1 if the substrate edge e ∈ E is used

in the active, backup or state update paths, zero otherwise.

Then, the cost c(Gv)r is computed as:

c(Gv)r = Cprcs + Ctrans (2)

where the processing cost Cprcs is computed as:

Cprcs =
∑

DCj∈Dc

xr
DCjρ

p

DCjC
r
dem +

∑

DCj∈Dc

γr
DCjρ

p

DCjC
r
dem

(3)
where the first and second terms in Eqn. 3 come from the

cost of the active and stand-by instances. The transmission

cost, Ctrans, is computed as shown in Eqn. 4 with the first,

second and third terms corresponding to the active instance,

backup instance and state update costs.

Ctrans =
∑

e∈E

σr,act
e ρteBwtrdem +

∑

e∈E

σr,bk
e ρteBwtrdem+

∑

e∈E

σr,su
e ρteBwsrdem

(4)

In solving Eqn. 1, we adhere to the following constraints:

γr
DCj × xr

DCj = 0 ∀DCj ∈ Dc, ∀r ∈ R (5)∑

r∈R

xr
DCjC

r
dem+

∑

r∈R

γr
DCjC

r
dem ≤ CDCj

max ∀DCj ∈ Dc (6)

∑

r∈R

σr,act
e Bwtrdem +

∑

r∈R

σr,bk
e Bwtrdem+

∑

r∈R

σr,su
e Bwsrdem ≤ Be

max ∀e ∈ E
(7)

∑

DCj∈Dc

γr
DCj ≥ K ∀r ∈ R (8)

∑

e∈E

σr,act
e dele +

∑

DCj∈Dc

xDCjdelrDCj ≤ Delrsd ∀r ∈ R

(9)
xr
DCj , γ

r
DCj , σ

r,act
e , σr,bk

e , σr,su
e ,∈ {0, 1} (10)

From Eqn. 5, the active and stand-by instances of a request

should be placed on different DCs. Eqns. 6 and 7 are capacity

constraints. From Eqn. 8, the number of stand-by instances

should not be less than a desired value K. Eqns. 9 and 10,

respectively, enforce delay and domain constraints.

The above problem is a common NP-hard problem of

unfeasible resolution for delay-sensitive applications when

using exact solvers. This motivates the proposed approach

which is able to obtain near-optimal solutions in acceptable

run-time.

III. PROPOSED RL BASED VNF PLACEMENT ALGORITHM

In this section the proposed algorithm is explained, focusing

on the adopted MDP model and its neural network architec-

ture.

1) MDP model: This is defined as a 4-tuple (S,A, P,R)

where S,A, P,R denote: the system state, the action space, the

state transition probability and the reward signal respectively,

as discussed below:

State : We formulate the system state at a given time as a

|Dc| ×N feature matrix, where Dc is the set of all DCs and

N is the number of features associated with each DC. For

each request r ∈ R to be placed, the features associated with

each possible DCj ∈ Dc in the network are: the processing

cost per unit rate, the residual computational resources, the

number of edges between source and terminal nodes, and the

delay and available bandwidth along the source to terminal

path traversing DCj .

Action space : This is made up of all the available Dcs

from which the host of the active and stand-by instances can

be selected. The policy to be learned first selects the DCact,

then the DCstd, where the selection of the DCstd is influenced
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Fig. 1. Policy Neural Network Architecture and Interaction

by the selected DCact. Therefore, the action set for a request

is an ordered sequence [DCact, DCstd].

Reward : We align the reward definition with equation 1

and formulate the normalized reward as follows:

Reward =
ideal_cost

actual_cost
(11)

where the ideal_cost refers to the least possible cost that can

be incurred in placing the request. This corresponds to the case

in which both the active and stand-by instances are placed

on DCs that are one hop away from each other. Moreover,

the source and destination nodes are one hop away from the

selected DCact and DCstd. The term actual_cost corresponds

to the actual incurred cost as given in Eqn. 2.
2) Policy Neural Network architecture: Fig. 1 shows the

adopted architecture for the policy neural network. For a

scheduled request, the feature extraction block uses the current

substrate network state and the request requirements to output

a state matrix which serves as input to the policy neural

network. The neural network architecture consists of 4 layers:

the input, convolutional, softmax and filtering layers. The con-

volutional layer performs a convolution between the input state

matrix and the learnable weights of the layer. The softmax

layer transforms the convolutional layer output into a vector

of probabilities of each DC to be selected for instantiating

the VNF. The filtering layer prunes out unfeasible DCs, after

which, the DC with the highest probability is selected as the

host for the active/stand-by instance, except for the training

phase, where a trade-off between exploitation and exploration

must be carried out.
3) Policy network training: The neural network is trained

using 1000 off-line requests for each training epoch, with

request parameters specified in section IV-A, for a total of 100

epochs. For each SFC to be placed, a feature matrix to select

the DCact is generated and fed into the policy network. Since

the neural network parameters are initially randomly assigned,

we perform a trade off between exploration and exploitation.

If the selection of a DCact is unsuccessful, the request is

rejected; otherwise, for the selected DCact, the gradients of

the policy neural network are computed and stacked. Then,

a new feature matrix to select a DCstd is generated taking

into account the updated resources and the selected DCact. If

the selection of a DCstd is successful, for this DCstd, the

gradients of the neural network are computed and stacked

together with the previous ones for DCact. The resulting

reward signal is computed according to Eqn. 11; otherwise,

the stacked gradients are deleted and the request is rejected.

The definitive gradient of a successful request is computed as:

g := α.r.gs (12)

where α, r, and gs denote the learning rate, reward and stacked

gradients. Gradients from different requests are stacked into a

common buffer until reaching a given batch size. Then, all

gradients previously stacked are jointly applied to the model,

and the common buffer is emptied.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The proposed RL and the benchmark algorithms are com-

pared in terms of: i) average acceptance ratio (AR) computed

as the fraction of accepted requests to the total requests in the

system; ii) active cost which is the cost incurred in placing the

active instances; iii) stand-by cost which is the cost incurred

for reserving backup resources; iv) state update cost which is

the cost for transferring the update information; v) aggregate

cost which is the sum of active, state update and stand-by

costs.

A. Simulation environment and settings

The number of DCs in the substrate network is varied from

40 to 60 with a connectivity probability fixed to 0.2. The CPU

capacity of each DC, the cost of processing and transmitting

1GB of data at each DC and link respectively, the transmission

delay on each link, and the processing delay of a packet at

each NF follow uniform distributions as: U(4000 8000) Mhz,

U(0.15, 0.22) $, U(0.05,0.12) $, U(2,5) ms, and U(0.045, 0.3)

ms, respectively. Each request r ∈ R is generated with a

random source τ rs and destination τ rd , a transmission rate of

U(400,4000) packets/sec and an end-to-end delay requirement

of U(10,100) ms.

B. Results and discussion

The performance of the proposed RL based placement algo-

rithm is compared with the state-of-the-art algorithm proposed

in [15] and [17], and denoted as Node-Rank in this section,

considering both online and offline scenarios. In the offline

case, all service requests are known in advance and these,

once admitted, do not leave the system. In the online case,

the demands continuously arrive to the system with a given

arrival distribution and with a defined life-time.

1) Online scenario: The results in Fig. 2 reveal the impact

of the arrival rate on the algorithms’ performance. From

Fig. 2(a), RL results in a 27.7% improvement in terms of

AR with an average value of 82.03% compared to 54.3%

obtained by Node-Rank. This is because RL is able to jointly

minimize the resource consumption due to: state update, active
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Fig. 2. Results of the online scenario with the arrival rates of requests varied from 10 to 60 requests per 100 time units for a total of 10000 time units
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Fig. 3. Results of the offline scenario in which the number of requests is varied from 500 to 4500 requests

instance placement and reserved backup resources. Moreover,

RL is able to intelligently perform a trade-off between resource

consumption and load balancing which accounts for the gain

in performance as the arrival rate increases. From Fig. 2(b),

RL and Node rank result in an average value of $0.13 and

$0.18, respectively, in terms of aggregate placement cost,

hence, RL shows a 30% improvement over Node-rank. This

is because Node-rank greedily aims to minimize the state

update cost without considering other costs such as the link

resources of the active instance. This is evident from Fig. 2(c)

where Node-rank results in a superior performance in terms

of state update cost with an average value of $0.013 (approx.

22% improvement) compared to $0.017 for RL. And yet, RL

results in up to a 27.3% and 41.2% improvement in terms of

cost incurred for placement of active and stand-by instances,

respectively, as shown in Fig. 2(d) and Fig. 2(e), further

demonstrating the ability of RL to jointly optimize multiple

attributes compared to the node ranking approach.

2) Offline: The results in Fig. 3 analyze the impact of the

number of requests in the offline mode. A trend similar to

the online case is observed, with Fig. 3(a) indicating that

RL results in up to a 3% improvement in terms of AR,

averaged across all requests size. From Fig. 3(b), RL results

in an average placement cost of $0.16 per admitted request

(20% improvement) compared to $0.20 for Node-Rank. From

Fig. 3(c), Node-Rank results in close to a 30% improvement

in terms of state update cost due to its greedy nature, yet

performing poorly in the overall cost.

V. CONCLUSION

The paper has addressed the problem of stateful VNFs

placement involving resource reservation for both active and

stand-by VNF instances. A policy neural network with feasible

state and action spaces for VNF placement with minimal cost

has been proposed. From the simulation results, the proposed

algorithm is able to keep a balance between load balancing and

resource consumption, resulting in a high performance gain

compared to a node ranking based algorithm, especially under

congested scenarios. Simulation results reveal that the pro-

posed algorithm results in up to a 27% and 30% improvement

in terms of accepted requests and placement cost compared to

the benchmark algorithm for some scenarios.
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